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Medical Devices
Medical Imaging Device OEM

Comprehensive Device 
Management
Onboard thousands of  
devices in seconds,  
configure and deploy  
fleets with zero-touch,  
update software in local 
time during off-hours, 
manage accounts &  
worfklows, execute  
campaigns, and even  
decommission devices. 

Real-Time Wellness
Monitoring
Monitor your devices’ 
health and wellness in 
real-time, and receive  
automated alerts &  
notifications when  
device health declines.  
Know when your devices 
are offline, and resolve 
service issues proactively. 

Remote Service
Capabilities
Reduce avoidable  
truck rolls and cut back  
on  the amount of time  
technicians spend in  the 
field with remote device 
commands, software  
updates, and real-time  
monitoring/ ticket  
integration with  
 your service desk. 

The Business Challenge
Medical device manufacturers face many challenges when 
it comes to monitoring and managing their connected 
products. Multiple device versions, proprietary interfaces, 
network connectivity, patient confidentiality, and FDA  
certifications all add to a complex landscape. These  
challenges are only further exasperated by a critical need 
for real-time monitoring and management, as well as a 
high cost to maintain these devices. Additionally, as OEMs 
look to transform their business models from selling a 
product to selling that product as a service, these  
challenges become full-on barriers to business. 

The EdgeIQ Solution
EdgeIQ is the digital infrastructure OEMs need to  
comprehensively manage their connected devices.  
From uploading devices in bulk, to one-click zero-touch  
configuration, updating device firmware anywhere  
anytime, executing automated workflows, simplifying  
third party application management, and providing  
real-time health and wellness monitoring, EdgeIQ delivers 
the remote capabilities required to improve mean time to 
resolution, and reduce avoidable truck rolls. EdgeIQ  
technology, ingesters,  and translators are agnostic -  
enabling communication between a variety of devices  
using the native protocol already deployed. It is not  
required that our software is implemented on our  
customer’s devices, in order to deliver this solution. 



Embedded Computers
Cellular Gateway Router

Fully Branded  
Multi-Tenant Solution
Customizable out of  
the box multi-tenant  
solution including a fully  
brandable web portal,  
enabling customer  
onboarding, configuration, 
comprehensive device 
management, and  
real-time monitoring. 

Zero-Touch Configuration
Deploy entire fleets with a 
single click - never even  
having to physically touch 
the device itself. Significantly 
save cost and time through 
reduced level of effort related 
to field engineer installation 
and service.

Comprehensive
Remote Management
Enable end to end device 
management and  
campaign execution.  
Upload devices, provision, 
execute software updates 
anywhere/ anytime,  
monitor device health,,  
and even decommission 
devices remotely.

The Business Challenge
Whether the volume is large or small, one thing all  
gateway and embedded computer installations have in 
common is how challenging configuration can be.  With 
a wide array of capabilities and configuration options, it is 
very easy (and all too common) to mis-configure the de-
vice.  In addition to complexity and quality concerns, once 
you add volume and scale to the equation, you have the 
perfect storm. With all of these challenges, it’s no surprise 
many manufacturers are now being required to offer an 
over the air configuration and monitoring tool to replace 
the local connection tools historically provided. 

The EdgeIQ Solution
By installing EdgeIQ native with their products, the 
manufacturer is able to offer a fully branded, multi-tenant 
solution to their customers. Using EdgeIQ, manufacturers 
have the ability to not only manage software updates and 
configurations, but quickly and easily manage those  
devices once deployed in the field. Our zero-touch  
configuration ensures correct installations, while limiting 
the time and effort required for the installation. Once 
installed, monitoring, remote configuration, and software 
updates allow for complete remote management of the 
deployed systems.



Physical Security
Security Systems Integrator

REST-ful API Interface
Subvert the typical  
challenges associated with 
varied systems, protocols, 
and network types  
typically found within 
physical security systems 
and building automation, 
with REST-ful APIs, and a 
normalized set of data.

Real-Time Wellness
Monitoring
Monitor your devices’ health 
and wellness in real-time, 
and receive automated  
alerts and notifications  
when device health declines.  
Know when your devices are 
offline, and resolve service 
issues proactively. 

Comprehensive Remote 
Management
Reduce avoidable truck 
rolls and cut back on  the 
amount of time  
technicians spend in  
the field with remote  
device commands,  
software updates, and  
real-time monitoring/ 
ticket integration with  
your service desk.

The Business Challenge
Systems integrators developing solutions for building 
automation and physical security face a significant hurdle 
when interfacing with various types of systems that may 
be installed at a facility - especially when those systems 
have been previously installed. Developing applications to 
manage or interact with those systems can be challenging 
due to the various network interface types, different API 
interfaces and security protocols. 

The EdgeIQ Solution
EdgeIQ provides a cohesive set of RESTful API interface  
for the integrator. Our EdgeIQ solution, through its  
programmable ingestors and translators, has the ability  
to communicate with a wide variety of existing systems. 
Once configured, EdgeIQ provides a complete set of 
normalized information on those systems and  a full set of 
standardized command that can be accessed via our API’s. 



Field Service
Remote Device Management

Remote Service &
Real-Time Monitoring
Configure, deploy, and  
manage thousands of  
devices with a single click 
- never having to physically 
touch them. Monitor  
devices in real-time,  
proactively resolve service 
issues, deliver software  
updates in during off 
hours, and automate  
workflows.

Reduce Avoidable Truckrolls
Significantly improve  
operational costs through 
truck roll reduction and  
improved mean time to  
resolution with remote  
device commands, software 
updates, real-time  
monitoring, and service  
desk ticket integration. 

Seamless Customer  
Experience
Know when your device  
is down before your  
customer does, and  
proactively resolve. Shift 
your business from  
reactive to predictive,  
prevent service outages, 
reduce inbound calls,  
and deliver a seamless  
customer experience,  
driving retention.

The Business Challenge
Organizations rooted in service will be able to tell you 
exactly how much it costs every time they have to send a 
technician into the field, and how many times that truck 
roll could have been avoided in the first place. Many  
times, simple remote management capabilities such as  
commands to the device, or a firmware update easily fix 
the problem. Most modern devices have some sort of  
connectivity to a network - usually through a gateway  
device providing WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, Z-wave, Lutron,  
or other protocols. Unfortunately, these devices are not 
constantly connected and have limitations in how they 
can be reached from the broader internet. 

The EdgeIQ Solution
EdgeIQ provides a full suite of device management  
solutions. Our local service running on the local gateway  
communicates directly with the device and delivers full  
configuration updates, software updates, and monitors the 
device health and wellness for correct operation. Using  
built-in tools within our solution, the enterprise can integrate 
with their service ticket desk, and create various notifications 
and workflows to identify and resolve service issues. EdgeIQ 
provides a full suite of device management solutions. Our 
local service running on the local gateway communicates 
directly with the device and delivers full configuration  
updates, software updates, and monitors the device health 
and wellness for correct operation. Using built-in tools within 
our solution, the enterprise can integrate with their service 
ticket desk, and create various notifications and workflows to 
identify and resolve service issues. 



Industrial Automation
Factory Floor Monitoring and Management

Bridge OT Devices & 
IT Infrastructure
Enable communication  
between your OT devices 
and your IT infrastructure.

Real-Time Monitoring
Configurable ingestors and 
translators enable real-time 
data collection for  
equipment monitoring. 

Workflow Policy 
Management
Establish automated alerts, 
notifications, and policies 
to manage your  
manufacturing floor.

The Business Challenge
Monitoring devices in industrial settings, or on a  
manufacturer’s factory floor provides invaluable insights 
and datasets for the operation of the business, but it can 
often be difficult to collect.  Many protocols including 
some of the most common, such as: Modbus, OPC-UA, 
and TCP make it difficult to utilize standard IT monitoring 
solutions, common amongst IT infrastructures. 

The EdgeIQ Solution
Installing EdgeIQ on a small server or gateway device on 
the factory floor enables communication with industrial 
devices, and provides the much needed bridge  
between OT devices and your IT infrastructure. With  
our configurable ingestors and translators, information is  
collected from industrial devices, and used to feed  
workflow policies to route device data and device status  
to enterprise applications or cloud based solutions. In  
addition to collecting information, EdgeIQ analyzes this 
data in realtime and creates alarms, notifications, and  
web service calls to applications based on a wide variety 
of rules to monitor your devices for proper operation.



Consumer Electronics
Remote Consumer Product Management

Complete Device  
Management Solution
Onboard thousands of  
devices in seconds,  
configure and deploy  
fleets with zero-touch,  
update software in local 
time during off-hours,  
manage accounts &  
worfklows, execute 
campaigns, and even  
decommission devices.

Real-Time Wellness
Monitoring
Monitor your devices’ health 
and wellness in real-time, 
and receive automated  
alerts and notifications 
when device health declines.  
Know when your devices  
are offline, and resolve  
service issues proactively.

Remote Service  
Capabilities
Reduce avoidable  
truck rolls and cut back  
on the amount of time  
technicians spend in  
the field with remote  
device commands,  
software updates, and  
real-time monitoring/  
ticket integration with  
your service desk.

The Business Challenge
Any consumer electronics manufacturer can share the 
frustration and sentiment of having many versions of any 
given product in the field at one given time. Further  
exasperating this problem, the structure of development 
within many of these OEMs organically lead to silos of 
solutions - making it very difficult to create a unified  
monitoring and management solution. 

The EdgeIQ Solution
EdgeIQ provides a unified set of RESTful API’s that can  
be normalized across multiple product lines to create  
an interface for applications spanning multiple product 
versions or models. Using our configurable interface logic, 
EdgeIQ receives data and issues commands to devices 
deployed on a wide variety of networks. Our system is 
designed to handle intermittent device connections - very 
common in the consumer product industry - providing 
simple and accessible monitoring and management.


